This paper presents a method for facilitating document redirection in a physical environment via a mobile camera. With this method, a user is able to move documents among electronic devices, post a paper document to a selected public display, or make a printout of a white board with simple point-and-capture operations. More specifically, the user can move a document from its source to a destination by capturing a source image and a destination image in a consecutive order. The system uses SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) features of captured images to identify the devices a user is pointing to, and issues corresponding commands associated with the identified devices. Unlike RF/IR based remote controls, this method uses the visual features of an object as an always available identifier for many tasks, and therefore is easy to deploy. We present experiments on identifying three public displays and a document scanner in a conference room for evaluation.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is about a method for document redirection in a physical environment. A document can be a physical book, printed page(s), scribbled white boards, or visual contents rendered on electronic displays. In a meeting environment, people frequently transfer documents to proper locations and media formats for better visibility and usability. For example, if a person wants to show a letter size paper form to a large group, he/she has to generate the document's contents on a wall display in a different media format. We call this document location and format change document redirection. Document redirection in this paper happens in the physical world, so it has no direct relation to URL redirection or input/output redirection in operating systems.
Tools designed for document redirection include overhead transparency projectors, laptop projectors, document projectors, printers etc. Since these projectors are hard to move, meeting participants have to walk to a specific location for the document redirection task. This practice is not convenient for meeting participants especially during a discussion session. To tackle this problem, a portable device is needed for document redirection at arbitrary locations.
The proposed method uses mobile cameras to identify documents and enable functions associated with the identified documents. By using this method, a user can easily layout documents in a meeting scenario for better content visibility or usability. Moreover, it is easy to add this document redirection functionality to a camera equipped cell phone or PDA (personal digital assistant).
The main contribution of this paper is an intuitive approach to redirecting documents with simple point-andcapture operations. Unlike a laser pointer or IR/RF based remote control [4] , this approach uses images captured by a mobile camera to guide the document redirection. With this technology, existing camera enhanced mobile devices, such cell phones and PDAs, will not need extra laser pointers, IR transmitters, mini-projectors, etc. for document redirection tasks. Powered by this technology, it will be easy for a person to control document placement with a cell phone. That can save people from the burden of moving back and forth, or tracking various remote controls in a meeting environment. Moreover, the control task does not demand fixed cameras and IR receivers in control environments. Different from controls based on LED (light emitting diode) or visual identity tags, this method does not need users to install LEDs or paste bar code labels on various objects for document redirection tasks [5, 10] .
RELATED WORK
Overhead transparency projectors, laptop projectors, document projectors, and printers are traditional tools for document redirection. Since these traditional tools are hard to carry, they require a presenter to stay at a certain location for the document redirection task, and therefore are not very suitable for discussion sessions.
To facilitate document redirection at various locations, researchers used video to map the real world to 2D space for mouse control [6] . This technology requires fixed cameras in the meeting environment. Moreover, because of the regular mouse usage in that technology, people have to carry laptops, or PDAs with pen inputs. The regular mouse based system is acceptable for interacting with a remote location. However, it is not very natural for interacting with onsite documents.
0-7803-9752-5/06/$20.00 ©2006 IEEE Since physical documents exist in 3D space, it is reasonable to consider a 6 DOF (degree of freedom) input device, such as IntersenseTs precision motion trackers or Polhemus's motion trackers [3, 9] , for document redirection. Many 6 DOF input devices were proposed for 3D interfaces that require a specifically designed projection system to show a cursor floating in air. Moreover, a physical world model has to be constructed and calibrated for this kind of application. These requirements make it too complicated and expensive for using most 6 DOF input devices.
In the physical world, document redirection is much more constrained than that in a virtual world. These constraints require us to redirect documents with pointing device, such as an IR based remote control or a laser pointer. A directional IR laser pointer controller can reduce user interface complications by using the physical object to cue the movement of a document. However, the need for a transmitter and receiver pair still limits their deployment possibilities.
After cell phones and PDAs became more popular, products were developed to do bar code reading with camera equipped cell phones [8] . However, the trouble required in properly tagging bar codes on various documents still limits the potential for wide use of this technology. Additionally, if bar code labels are too small on some documents, meeting participants will have to walk close to various labels for photos that initiate a redirection. This requirement is not acceptable in many meeting scenarios. Because of the limitations of existing tools, we have explored other novel techniques for document redirection. The basic idea of our method is to figure out the user's destination for redirecting a document based on two consecutive images captured by a mobile camera. Figure 1 shows the system structure for supporting this idea. In operation, document redirection can be initiated by taking two images and sending them to a processing unit through a wireless link. After the processing unit receives these two images, it extracts SIFT features [7] from these images, identifies the object the user is pointing to based on an object and document feature repository, and issues corresponding document redirection commands. It is easy to define a set of rules that link image pairs and document redirection actions. For example, we can use the following procedure and rules to achieve document redirection.
1. Identify all objects in image 1. 2. Identify the object that is closest to the center of image 1, and name it object 1. 3. Identify all objects in image 2. 4. Identify the object that is closest to the center of image 2, and name it object 2. 5. If object 1 and object 2 are different controllable devices, transfer the document shown on object 1 to object 2. For example, if object 1 is a laptop display and object 2 is a public display, the system should map the laptop display to the public display. 6. If object 1 is not controllable and object 2 has a controllable display, show the image of object 1 on the display of object 2. For example, if object 1 is a paper and object 2 is a public display, the system should post the image of the paper on the public display. To demonstrate our idea in a practical document redirection scenario, we use the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [7] to find the screen pointed at by a mobile camera in an image submitted by the camera. SIFT computes descriptive local features of an image based on histograms of edge orientation in a window around each point in the image. Each SIFT feature vector has 128 dimensions. The large dimension of this feature can greatly reduce mismatch in various scenarios. SIFT features can also achieve reliable matching over a wider viewpoint angle. This characteristic is very important for handling images captured at various locations in a conference room. Since SIFT features are local features, it is reliable even with the partial occlusion of a screen. This is important in various scenarios.
Even though we use SIFT features to demonstrate our idea in this paper, it doesn't mean that SIFT features are the only features we should use for this document redirection method. We believe other features such as the Gabor feature can help us to achieve similar or even better result. Moreover, features like DCT coefficients, OCR results, or data captured by other sensors on the mobile device may also be considered as additional features for this task in the future.
There are four advantages for using the proposed method. First, cameras are widely installed on cell phones, PDAs, and many other mobile devices. This situation allows us to add our document redirection services on a mobile device easily. Second, this method does not require a control signal transmitter/receiver pair to achieve the control task, and is therefore easy to deploy. Third, with this method, controls can be easily customized by associating captured photos with control actions. Moreover, it is flexible enough to adjust the DOF up to 6 according to the complexity of control tasks.
Compared with traditional remote controls, the image based controller also has several drawbacks. First, it requires a computational unit that the traditional remote control does not need. Since computational units are becoming cheaper and cheaper and many mobile devices or service centers have computational power, we believe this drawback can be handled easily. Second, if we want to use this system to control traditional devices, the system normally needs an interface unit to interact with these devices. This kind of problem is common for many new designs when people want backward compatibility. So, we don't think it will be a big barrier for this new technology. Additionally, because of the computational speed limit, the system still cannot process images at a high frame rate. Therefore, this approach still cannot be used for time critical object manipulation. Since many document redirection applications, such as posting a paper on a display, are not time critical, our approach is practical for existing technology. On the other hand, we expect the overcome of this problem when more computational resources are provided. Finally, image based remote control requires texture on object surface. For object without surface texture, we have to use some other techniques to overcome this drawback.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
We deployed the system in a 33' by 24' conference room. Figure 2 shows a back view of the room. In Figure 2 , we can see three large displays and a document camera in the room. The experiment is to test document redirection among these four devices with a 640 by 480 mobile camera. We performed document redirection at 30 random locations uniformly distributed in the room. The documents are 25 slides we prepared for a trip report. In this experiment, around 79% document redirections were performed accurately. We traced the 21% incorrect document redirections and found that all these incorrect redirections were caused by the small image size of the document camera. It seems that the system cannot reliably recognize the document camera anymore when the document-camera's image size is smaller than 100 by 100.
Another problem with the current system is caused by the computation speed. With a 3.4GHz/IGBRam Pentium machine, the system still needs around 6-7 seconds to perform a document redirection. This delay may cause unnecessary confusion to users.
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Displa3 isplay 3 Figure 2 . Back view of the conference room Image sets in Figure 3 -5 illustrate some device identification results. In each set of images, the top left image is an image captured at a random location in the conference room, all other images are object or document images in the system repository. During the document redirection procedure, the current screen shots of three displays are captured by servers running on the support computer of each display and send to the processing unit. When the processing unit receives the mobile camera captured image, it automatically locates the object the user is pointing to based on available object or document images. In each image set, the red rectangle illustrates the boundary of the closest object to the center; the line segment links the bounded region to the identified object. With the formation of this association, it is easy for the processing unit to decide the ID or IP number of the focused object and perform manipulations based on that.
From these image sets, we can see that the boundary estimation is not very accurate for the focused display. However, the object identification procedure works reasonably well for document redirection tasks. The last two examples also show experimental results in some extreme conditions. These experiments convinced us that the system can be used for daily meetings. Beyond components for document redirection, we also need to consider UI mechanisms for giving more feedbacks to users. Moreover, users may perform some control actions inaccurately without sufficient interface guidance. To deal with these problems, we are working on four UI components to improve users' experience with this system. These components include a cross in the center of the mobile device video screen for pointing assistance, a bounding box for the identified object during a button click, an indicator on the pointed display, and an audio feedback about the interaction. We are also working on more reliable and fast feature set for object identification. Additionally, we are going to test this system on more meeting support devices.
